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ABSTRACT
The femoral enthesis of the human anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is known to be more susceptible to injury than the tibial enthesis. To determine whether anatomic differences might help explain this difference, we quantified the microscopic appearance of both entheses in 15 unembalmed knee specimens using light microscopy, toluidine blue stain and image analysis. The amount of calcified fibrocartilage and uncalcified fibrocartilage, and the ligament entheseal attachment angle were then compared between the femoral and tibial entheses via linear mixed-effects models. The results showed marked differences in anatomy between the two entheses. The femoral enthesis exhibited a 3.9-fold more acute ligament attachment angle than the tibial enthesis (P < 0.001), a 43% greater calcified fibrocartilage tissue area (P < 0.001), and a 226% greater uncalcified fibrocartilage depth (P < 0.001), with the latter differences being particularly pronounced in the central region. We conclude that the ACL femoral enthesis has more fibrocartilage and a more acute ligament attachment angle than the tibial enthesis, which provides insight into why it is more vulnerable to failure.
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INTRODUCTION
Injuries to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) pose extensive health and financial difficulties, both short- and long-term.1,2 The majority of ACL ruptures occur near its femoral origin or “enthesis”, 3-5 rather than elsewhere, but the underlying reason for this remains unknown. We speculate that the anatomy of the ACL femoral enthesis may be significantly different than the tibial enthesis, which may be indicative of heterogeneous forces applied at, and near, the entheses.6-8 If confirmed, it might help explain the higher failure rate at, or near, the
femoral enthesis.

The microscopic anatomy of ligament and tendon entheses minimizes stress concentrations and distributes forces across the entire attachment area.\textsuperscript{9,10} Entheses are classified as either fibrous or fibrocartilaginous according to the type of tissue comprising the attachment site.\textsuperscript{10} Fibrocartilaginous entheses are characterized by four zones of tissue: dense fibrous connective tissue, uncalcified fibrocartilage (UF), calcified fibrocartilage (CF), and bone.\textsuperscript{10} The quantity of each tissue type is characteristic of the mechanical loading at the enthesis.\textsuperscript{6-8} For example, the quantity of UF has been positively related to the change in angle that occurs between the ligament/tendon and the bone to which it attaches during joint motion;\textsuperscript{6,7} while the quantity of cortical calcified tissue has been positively related to the size of the ligament/tendon, and thus the tensile force applied to the bone.\textsuperscript{6,8} Most fibrocartilaginous entheses, however, do not contain fibrocartilage across the entire attachment site, with the superficial portions frequently being more fibrous.\textsuperscript{10}

Descriptions of the ACL entheses have mostly focused on their macroscopic characteristics and dimensions.\textsuperscript{11,12} Few studies have explored these entheses at a microscopic level, and those that have, focused on the femoral enthesis.\textsuperscript{13-17} Arnoczky characterized the ACL entheses as fibrocartilaginous, with a description of the transitional zones of UF and CF.\textsuperscript{14} Tissue quantification has not been reported for UF, either at the femoral or the tibial entheses. Greater UF may be expected at the femoral enthesis than the tibial enthesis given the greater change in ACL-bone angle reported at the femur during passive knee flexion.\textsuperscript{18}

Lastly, the oblique angle at which a tendon/ligament attaches to the bone has been shown, by computer simulations, to induce a strain concentration where the shortest longitudinal fibers of the tendon/ligament originate from, or insert into, bone at the enthesis.\textsuperscript{19,20} And that strain
concentration increased with more acute attachment angles. It is unknown, however, whether the femoral ACL entheseal attachment angle is more acute than the tibial attachment angle, thereby inducing greater strain concentration at the femur.

The purpose of this study was to quantify and compare the microscopic anatomy of the human ACL femoral and tibial entheses by means of histological analyses. We tested the primary null hypothesis that there would be no difference in relative area of CF, or the average depth of UF, between the femoral and tibial entheses. We also tested the secondary null hypothesis that there would be no difference between the femoral and tibial ACL entheseal attachment angles.

**METHODS**

**Specimen Procurement & Preparation**

Fifteen unembalmed human knee specimens, including seven pairs, were harvested from four male and four female donors (age = 52.1 ± 8.4 years; height = 1.70 ± 0.10 m; mass = 70.5 ± 15.9 kg; BMI = 24.1 ± 4.3 kg/m²) through the University of Michigan Anatomical Donations Program for this cross-sectional study of Level of Evidence 3. All specimens were dissected so as to leave only the ACL, distal femur, and proximal tibia. No macroscopic evidence of previous ACL injury was observed in the dissected specimens. The femur-ACL-tibia complexes were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 48 hours, with the knee in 15° of flexion, 0° of abduction/adduction, and 0° of axial rotation as measured with a goniometer placed along the anatomical axes of the tibia and femur, by means of a custom-built fixation device, to maintain the ligament’s natural twist and angle of attachment to each bone. Then, two smaller samples were cut from each femur-ACL-tibia complex for histochemical processing (Table 1): the ACL-femur and ACL-tibia attachment sites. Once processed and embedded in methyl methacrylate,
tissue samples were sectioned using a commercially available precision sectioning saw (IsoMet™ Low Speed Saw, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA). For each tissue sample, four thick sections were extracted, mounted on a slide, ground, and polished (EcoMet™ 300 Pro-Grinder/Polisher, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) to obtain tissue sections of approximately 100 µm in thickness. Tibial tissue samples were sectioned in a parasagittal plane. Femoral samples were sectioned along the longitudinal axis of the ACL, with both tissue samples sectioned at 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the width of the enthesis (Fig. 1). The mounted sections were surface stained with toluidine blue for light microscopy viewing. High resolution digital images (4,000 dpi) of all sections were obtained with a film scanner (Nikon Super CoolScan 5000ED) for further analyses.

Quantitative Analysis

From the digital images of tissue sections, the diameters of the femoral and tibial entheses were measured and averaged over all four sections. The diameter was defined as the linear distance between the edges of the enthesis (Fig. 2A). The relative area of CF was also quantified by outlining this tissue using a pen display (Cintiq 24HD w/ grip pen, Wacom, Kazo, Saitama, Japan) and dividing this area by the length of the enthesis, defined as the length of the profile of the tidemark (Fig. 2B). We measured CF relative area because the area measurement includes all CF in the enthesis rather than a sampling of its depth at discrete intervals. In addition, the depth of UF was measured at 500-µm intervals along the entire enthesis (Fig. 2C). A sample of depth was selected here as the quantification method because the interface between the UF and the dense fibrous connective tissue was less apparent than for the CF, making a relative area measurement impractical (Fig. 2B-2C). Also, sampling UF depth at a constant interval has been used previously to quantify UF in human quadriceps tendons and patellar
ligaments.\textsuperscript{7} This variable was defined as the perpendicular distance from the tidemark to the end of the UF tissue, delineated by the furthest chondrocyte\textsuperscript{7} viewed with a light microscope (BX-51, Olympus, Center Valley, PA, USA) at x100 and x400 magnifications (Fig. 2C). Finally, the ligament entheseal attachment angle, defined as the angle between a line parallel to the fibers of the dense fibrous connective tissue and a line of best fit to the entheseal surface (i.e., tidemark), was measured in each tissue section (Fig. 2D). This line of best fit was obtained by digitizing the tidemark and fitting a first order (linear) polynomial curve to the digitized points. All measurements were made in ImageJ.\textsuperscript{21} CF relative area was quantified over the diameter of the enthesis, as well as for the middle 50\% and outer 50\% of the enthesis diameter (Fig. 2A), and averaged over all four tissue sections. UF depth was averaged over the diameter of the enthesis, as well as over the middle 50\% and outer 50\% of the diameter of the enthesis, and then averaged over all sections. These data were averaged over all sections and compared between regions (middle and outer) based on previous ACL histological work revealing qualitative difference in CF between similar regions in the femoral enthesis.\textsuperscript{15-17} The entheseal attachment angle was averaged over all sections. The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for the measurements were 0.98 for CF relative area, 0.83 for the UF depth, and 0.99 for the ligament entheseal angle.

**Statistical Analysis**

The hypotheses were statistically tested by means of a series of linear mixed-effects models with CF relative area, UF depth, and entheseal attachment angle as the outcome variables and enthesis (coded as ‘1’ = femur and ‘2’ = tibia), knee specimen, and knee donor as the predictor variables. A second series of linear mixed-effects models were run to gain further insight on quantitative differences between femoral and tibial entheses. For these models, CF relative area and UF depth were the outcome variables and enthesis region (coded as ‘1’ =
middle 50% of femoral enthesis, ‘2’ = outer 50% of femoral enthesis, ‘3’ = middle 50% of tibia enthesis, and ‘4’ = outer 50% of tibia enthesis), knee specimen, and knee donor were the predictor variables. Knee donor was included in the models to account for the correlation between specimens harvested from the same donor. Additionally, the average diameter of the femoral and tibial entheses were compared with a linear mixed-effects model with diameter as the outcome variable and the same predictor variables as described above for the first series of models. An alpha level below 0.05 indicated statistical significance.

RESULTS

Qualitative Analysis

The femoral entheses were fibrocartilaginous in that they comprised four distinct zones of tissue: dense fibrous connective tissue, UF, CF, and bone (Fig. 3A-3D and 3I). The periphery, especially the most superior and posterior regions, however, contained little or no fibrocartilage. The superior fibers were found to extend to, and blend into, the posterior articular cartilage (Fig. 3J); the inferior fibers originated adjacent to the lateral intercondylar ridge. The shape of the femoral enthesis was generally convex in the most anterior section (section ‘a’ in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3A), but generally concave in the most posterior section (section ‘d’ in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3D), and more complex in the middle sections (Fig. 3B-C). Finally, in the regions with a large quantity of UF, typically the middle to inferior one-third of the enthesis, the fibrocartilage transitioned from calcified to uncalcified, and thus arose from the tidemark, at a less acute angle and curved to align with the primary collagen fiber direction of the ligament (Fig. 3I).

The tibial entheses were also fibrocartilaginous, but with smaller and relatively uniform quantities of fibrocartilage across the enthesis in comparison with the femoral entheses (Fig. 3E-3H and 3K). They inserted into a bony depression delineated anteriorly by the anterior ridge and
posteriorly by the anterior intertubercular fossa. In comparison with the femoral enthesis, the trabecular bone appeared to be more anisotropic (Fig. 3A-3H).

Quantitative Analysis

The mean entheseal diameters, averaged over all sections of the femoral and tibial entheses, were 14.8 ± 3.2 mm and 15.8 ± 2.0 mm, respectively (P = 0.140). Overall, the relative area of CF and average depth of UF were 43% and 226% greater at the femoral enthesis than the tibial enthesis, respectively (Ps < 0.001) (Fig. 4A-4B). Additional region-specific comparisons revealed that this difference in CF relative area between entheses was significant only in the middle 50% of the enthesis (P < 0.001) (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, the difference in average UF depth between the femoral and tibial entheses was significant in the middle 50% (P < 0.001) as well as the outer 50% of the enthesis (P = 0.009) (Fig. 4B). As for the entheseal attachment angle, it was 3.9 times smaller at the femoral enthesis compared with the tibial enthesis (P < 0.001) (Fig. 4C).

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to compare the microscopic anatomy of the ACL tibial and femoral entheses. Our histological analyses revealed significant differences in the quantity of fibrocartilage, and especially the angle at which the ACL attaches to the bone (i.e., the “entheseal attachment angle”) at the femoral and tibial entheses. When these anatomic differences are interpreted in a biomechanical context, they help provide new insight into why the femoral enthesis is more vulnerable to failure.

The primary null hypothesis was rejected because more CF and UF were found at the femoral enthesis, especially in its middle region. Although the ACL entheses have been the
subject of several histological analyses, we were unable to find quantitative comparisons of femoral and tibial entheseal anatomy. The only other study to quantify fibrocartilage did so at the femoral enthesis and measured the combined depth of the calcified fibrocartilage and subchondral bone (CFB). We also made this measurement, but did not present those data to avoid redundancy, given similar trends in CF relative area and CFB depth. Therefore, our results corroborate those of Sasaki; qualitatively more calcified tissue appears to be present in the central region of the femoral enthesis in both studies.

The magnitude of UF and CF at an enthesis has been proposed to be positively related to the change in angle between the ligament and the bone to which it attaches and to the tensile force applied to the bone, respectively. It is not surprising, therefore, that more UF was present at the femoral enthesis than at the tibial enthesis given the greater change in ACL-bone angle at the femoral enthesis measured in vitro during passive knee flexion. Specifically, the ACL-femur angle increases 54° during knee flexion (0 - 140°), on average, in comparison with the ACL-tibia angle, which only decreases an average of 23°. The greater quantity of UF at the femoral enthesis, therefore, may help reduce bending moments at the enthesis calcified-uncalcified junction. As for the CF, its greater quantity at the femoral enthesis may indicate greater stress there than at the tibia, as suggested by Evans et al. Assuming that the load magnitude applied to the enthesis is the same at the femoral and tibial attachments of a given ACL, we speculate that the larger footprint of the tibial enthesis and the concavity into which it inserts, which lengthens the entheseal ‘bond’ between soft and hard tissue, reduces the average tensile stress (i.e., force per unit area) at the tibial enthesis. Hence, less CF may be required at the tibial enthesis in comparison with the femoral enthesis. Benjamin and colleagues, on the other hand, suggested that less calcified tissue (CF and subchondral bone) allows for greater
deformation of the enthesis, and thus greater dissipation of energy. They have also proposed that
the lateral tibial spine reduces stress at the tibial enthesis by allowing the ACL to bend over it, as
the spine acts like a pulley. However, we did not observe such bending in our specimens.
Perhaps this is only a factor at greater angles of knee flexion, given that the angle at which the
ACL inserts into the tibia decreases with knee flexion. All our knee specimens were fixed at
15° of flexion—the mean knee flexion angle at initial contact during ACL injury scenarios, and
that used for in vitro studies. The angle at which the ACL-bone specimens were fixed by
Benjamin et al., however, was not reported. Even though it appears to be dimensioned
appropriately (i.e., more CF), the smaller femoral enthesis is systematically loaded by a greater
average tensile stress than the tibial enthesis. It is logical, therefore, that it could accumulate
microdamage over time, especially given recent evidence that the ACL is indeed susceptible to
fatigue failure.

We rejected the secondary null hypothesis in that the ACL was found to arise from the
femur at a nearly four-fold more acute angle than it inserts into the tibia. Zaffagnini and
colleagues also examined ACL-bone angles, but they did not use a plane representative of the
entheal surface (or “tidemark”). Rather, they used a plane that was representative of the
articular surface of the bones to calculate these angles. From a biomechanical viewpoint, the
more acute femoral enthesis angle will induce a greater strain concentration at the inferior
margin of the femoral enthesis than at the tibial enthesis, based on in silico evidence. In a two-
dimensional finite element model of the pubovisceral muscle and its enthesis, an inverse relation
was found between enthesis angle and strain energy concentration: the smaller the attachment
angle, the greater the strain concentration. The more acute enthesis attachment angle at the
femur and the putative greater strain concentration may partly explain the greater quantity of CF,
in comparison with tibial enthesis. It might help explain why the ACL often fails at, or near, the femoral enthesis.

We note several limitations of this study. First, we used older specimens (age = 52.1 ± 8.4 years) to gain insight on an injury that mainly occurs in adolescents and young adults. Fibrocartilaginous entheses are known to be affected by age-related degenerative changes, such as microdamage and an increase in thickness of the CF. There is no evidence that these changes would affect the femoral and tibial entheses differently, so the general qualitative trends should remain valid. Second, the donors’ history of physical activity was unknown; certain activities could have induced entheseal trauma and micro-trauma, thereby producing architectural changes at the enthesis. Without a detailed history, however, we cannot interpret with confidence any variations/abnormalities. Third, three potential sources of error in the measurement of the ligament entheseal attachment angle exist. (1) The method used to measure the ligament entheseal attachment angle was not entirely objective given that the line parallel to the fibers of the dense fibrous connective tissue was identified visually. (2) Although every effort was made to consistently section our samples in the same plane, between-samples variability most likely existed. (3) The angle of a three-dimensional structure was estimated from two-dimensional images. Given the excellent reliability (ICC = 0.99) of this method and the nearly four-fold difference in angle between the tibial and femoral entheses, however, we believe the effect of these sources of error to be minimal on our results. Future entheseal morphology work should use a three-dimensional approach (e.g., micro-CT) to examine the ligament attachment angle and compare results to our two-dimensional method.

In summary, more fibrocartilage tissue was found at the femoral enthesis than at the tibial enthesis. Furthermore, the ACL was found to arise from the femur at a significantly more acute
angle than that at which it inserts into the tibia. It is possible that these differences may induce a strain concentration at the inferior margin of the ACL’s femoral enthesis, thus making this region susceptible to damage accumulation.
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TABLES
### Table 1. Tissue processing protocol for histological analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Time (hrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethanol:ether (1:1)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chloroform:methanol (2:1)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethylene glycol monoethyl ether</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethylene glycol monoethyl ether</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethylene glycol monoethyl ether</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethylene glycol monoethyl ether</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethylene glycol monoethyl ether</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-propanol</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-propanol</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-propanol</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl salicylate</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl salicylate</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate I*</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate I*</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate II*</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate III*</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methyl methacrylate IV**</td>
<td>~ 432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*methyl methacrylate (MMA) and n-butyl phthalate.

**MMA, n-butyl phthalate, and dry benzoyl peroxide (varying amounts of benzoyl peroxide in MMA II-IV).

### FIGURE LEGENDS

**Figure 1.** Location of tissue sections (black lines) prepared for histological analysis on the femoral and tibial tissue blocks of a right knee specimen. White lines indicate the edges of the entheses. a: 20%; b: 40%; c: 60%; d: 80% of the width of the enthesis.
**Figure 2.** (A) Definition of the diameter of the enthesis and of the enthesis regions for which the dependent variables were quantified. Example of the (B) outline of CF area, (C) UF depth measured at 500-µm intervals, and (D) ligament entheseal attachment angle measurement. cf: calcified fibrocartilage; uf: uncalcified fibrocartilage; tm: tidemark; b: bone; l: ligament. Toluidine blue strain.

**Figure 3.** Histology of the four tissue sections of the ACL femoral (A: 20%; B: 40%; C: 60%; D: 80% of the width of the enthesis) and tibial (E: 20%; F: 40%; G: 60%; H: 80% of the width of the enthesis) entheses in a representative specimen in terms of fibrocartilage quantity, entheseal surface shape, and ligament entheseal attachment angle. The large voids in the tibia may be fat deposits. (I) Femoral entheses had four zones of tissue: ligamentous tissue (l), uncalcified fibrocartilage (uf), calcified fibrocartilage (cf), and bone (b). Note how the ligamentous tissue transitions into uncalcified fibrocartilage and curves to insert into the calcified tissue at a less acute angle. *Inset:* High power view of tissue outlined in white showing uncalcified fibrocartilage with its fibrocartilage cells (arrow heads). (J) The femoral enthesis often extended to, and blended into, the posterior articular cartilage (ac). (K) Tibial entheses also had four zones of tissue, but with less fibrocartilage. Toluidine blue stain.

**Figure 4.** Mean and standard deviation of (A) relative area of calcified fibrocartilage and (B) depth of uncalcified fibrocartilage of all tissue sections for the entire enthesis and by region, as well as (C) ligament entheseal attachment angle of all tissue sections for the entire enthesis presented for the femoral and tibial entheses. *significantly different, p < 0.01; **significantly different, p < 0.001.
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